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Abstract. In the context of Ambient Intelligence (AmI), the elaboration of new 
interaction techniques is becoming the most prominent key to a more natural 
and intuitive interaction with everyday things [2]. Natural interaction between 
people and technology can be defined in terms of experience: people naturally 
communicate through gestures, expressions, movements. To this end, people 
should be able to interact with technology as they are used to interact with the 
real world in everyday life [19]. Additionally, AmI systems must be sensitive, 
responsive, and adaptive to the presence of people [16]. This paper presents the 
design and implementation of an interaction framework for ambient intelligence 
targeting to the provision of novel interaction metaphors and techniques in the 
context of AmI scenarios. The aforementioned infrastructure has been deployed 
in vitro within the AmI classroom simulation space of the FORTH-ICS AmI re-
search facility and used to extend existing applications offered by an augmented 
interactive table for young children (Beantable) to support also games that fa-
cilitate biometric information, rich interaction metaphors and speech input [20].  

1 Introduction 

Ambient Intelligence (AmI) presents a vision of a technological environment capable 
of reacting in an attentive, adaptive and active (sometimes proactive) way to the pres-
ence and activities of humans and objects in order to provide appropriate services to 
its inhabitants [17]. According to the Institute for the Future, “Emerging technologies 
are transforming everything that constitutes our notion of “reality” - our ability to 
sense our surroundings, our capacity to reason, and our perception of the world” 1. In 
the context of Ambient Intelligence, several challenges emerge in the contributing 
domains of ubiquitous computing, mixed reality and HCI. This work presents the 
design and implementation of a technological framework to support the interaction 
requirements of AmI at large by offering a number of alternative natural interaction 
techniques such as gestures, face and skeleton tracking, head position estimation and 
speech recognition.  
                                                           
1 Blended Reality report: http://www.iftf.org/uploads/media/SR-122~2.PDF, 

page 1.  
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2 Background and Related Work 

2.1 Ambient Intelligence 

The term “Ambient Intelligence” was coined from Philips Research’ vision of “people 
living easily in digital environments in which the electronics are sensitive to people's 
needs, personalized to their requirements, anticipatory of their behavior and respon-
sive to their presence” [15]. This concept was adopted by the Information Society 
Technologies Advisory Group (ISTAG) as one of their research focus. In their report 
[5], ISTAG show the concrete vision that humans will, in an Ambient Intelligent En-
vironment, be surrounded by intelligent interfaces embedded in everyday objects (as 
furniture, clothes and the environment). Aarts and Marzano review the five key tech-
nology features that portray an AmI system [1]: (a) Embedded, (b) Context aware (c) 
Personalized, (d) Adaptive and (e) Anticipatory. 

2.2 Interaction Techniques for Ambient Intelligence  

Gestures are employed in the context of AmI for providing alternative ways of user 
input in a human like fashion. Gestures when used in the context of human to human 
communication are a quick and intuitive way of communication. On the contrary, 
identifying human gestures in a computerized environment is not an easy task. Re-
search conducted in this field involves the usage of gestures for providing input to 
augmented desk interface systems using multiple fingertips recognition (identify fin-
gertips and their trajectories and infer gestures based on these trajectories) [14], [9]. 
Computer vision is used for identifying hand gestures, facial expressions and body 
postures [12]. Furthermore, the usage of thimble-shaped fingertip markers made of 
white printing paper with a ’black light’ source has been proposed for providing  
gesture recognition in the context of back projection walls [8].  

Gaze recognition has recently got the attention of scientific community and is em-
ployed for facilitating alternative gesture based input [9, 10, 11]. Although this form 
of interaction is not generically applicable, it can be used in conjunction with face 
tracking and head position estimation to support various forms of natural implicit 
interaction with the environment.  

Using speech as an input channel in ICT is not new. Research has been conducted 
in this field for years, and today thousands of commercial and research product have 
been developed.  

This paper presents the design and implementation of a unified framework which 
supports a number of alternative natural interaction techniques through the integration 
of facilities to support: (a) gestures recording, parameterisation and recognition, (b) 
face tracking, (c) head position estimation, (d) skeleton tracking and (e) speech rec-
ognition. This novel interaction framework has been deployed in vitro in an aug-
mented interactive table for young children (Beantable) [21]. Beantable, although 
supporting native means of interaction through the provision of a multi-touch surface 
(main features: blob tracking and objects recognition), also integrates the framework 
presented here in order to provide supplementary forms of interaction with  
children, thua extending the educational and learning experience into the surrounding  
environment. 
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3 Implementation 

The sensory modules created in the context of this research work are embedded in a 
software platform called ‘Nibbler’. This platform builds on the Microsoft Kinect sen-
sor and was developed using the C# programming language, Microsoft Kinect soft-
ware development kit (SDK) v1.8 and the .NET Framework. It is organized in various 
modules each of which is responsible for specific sensory requirements. The GUI of 
the proposed software platform is presented in Fig. 1. Each module is presented  
thoroughly in the following sections.   

 

Fig. 1. Nibbler is the program implements the most of sensory services 

3.1 Skeleton Tracking Module 

The skeleton tracking module is responsible for reporting position information of 
each skeleton joint. This module performs geometric transformations on each skeleton 
joint position constituting every real time skeleton frame. This happens in order to get 
the same valid results regardless of the position of the user who may be located eve-
rywhere inside the sensor’s field of view.  

The skeleton tracking module transforms the user’s skeleton to a local scope, i.e., 
expressed relatively to the 3-axis coordination system centered in the middle of the 
user’s shoulders. The transformation is applied with respect to three distinct steps, 
translation, scaling and rotation as shown in Fig. 7. Firstly, each joint’s x-axis posi-
tion is subtracted with the position dynamically calculated as the center of both shoul-
ders: this way, skeleton tracking is performed regardless of the user’s relative position 
to the sensor, as presented in Fig. 2. Secondly, the joints’ positions are normalized in 
order to be scale-independent. Finally, the module rotates the skeleton so as to align 
the user’s skeleton to the sensor. This is accomplished by multiplying each joint’s 
position with a matrix calculated from the angle θ, where θ is equal to –yaw (yaw is 
the angle of line between the right and the left shoulder). 
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Fig. 2. An example of position independence between user and sensor 

 

Fig. 3. An example of alignment independence between user and sensor 

3.2 Gesture/Posture Recognition Module 

Although much work has been done to date in the domain of Gesture/Posture recogni-
tion, no ready to use solutions are widely available to developers wishing to incorpo-
rate kinect based gesture recognition in their applications, with the exception of the 
Microsoft Kinect SDK samples (a sample is provided that implements two gestures: 
next, previous).  The developed Gesture/Posture recognition module implements the 
dynamic time warping (DTW) algorithm [17] for measuring similarity between two 
skeleton sequences which may vary in time or speed. Additionally, it provides a train-
ing platform that allows developers to fine tune their gestures having access to a 
number of alternative biometric parameters. In general, the DTW algorithm can be 
applied to any data which can be turned into a linear sequence, i.e., a well-known 
application has been automatic speech recognition, to cope with different speaking 
speeds2. The first skeleton sequence is captured and fine-tuned only once during the 
training process while the second one is captured constantly in real time. During the 
training process, the author is able to record a skeleton sequence using his own body 

                                                           
2 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dynamic_time_warping 
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middleware network layer. The latter is designed to facilitate the communication of 
systems that are deployed on diverse platforms, as presented in [4]. Additionally, 
Nibbler can accept requests from clients in real time to change either the gesture train-
ing set or the grammar used for speech recognition. In this context, Nibbler’s  
functionality is described in the interface definition language (IDL4) as follows: 

 

 

                                                           
4 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Interface_description_language 
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n ami::StringSeq GetGestureNames (); 

boolean LoadGestures(in ami::OctetSeq gesturesConfig-
Stream); 

void Event_GestureRecognized (in string gesture, in double 
distance); 

He
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on
 void Event_HeadPoseChanged (in double pitch, in double 

yaw, in double roll); 

void Event_HeadRectChanged (in long left, in long bottom, 
in long top, in long width, in long height); 

Fa
ce

 
tr

ac
ki

ng
 void Event_FaceAnimationUnitsChanged (in ami::FloatSeq 

faceAnimationUnits); 

Sk
el

et
on

 
tr
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ki

ng
 void Event_HandRightPositionChanged (in Point3D position); 

void Event_HandLeftPositionChanged (in Point3D position);  

void Event_SkeletonChanged (in JointSeq joints); 

Sp
ee

ch
 R

ec
og

ni
ti

on
 SemanticResultValueSeq GetLoadedGrammar (out string cul-

ture); 

boolean LoadGrammar(in SemanticResultValueSeq grammar, in 
string culture); 

void Event_SpeechRecognized (in string value, in float 
confidence, in long long duration); 

void Event_SpeechRejected (); 
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Fig. 8. The extended Beantable setup 

6 Discussion and Future Work 

This paper has presented the implementation of a unified framework to support inter-
action requirements in AmI environments at large, focusing on the architecture, driv-
ing technology and software infrastructure of the system. Regarding future improve-
ments two are the main directions. First, a large scale user based evaluation is going 
to be conducted so as to evaluate the framework in different contexts and with alter-
native interaction scenarios, taking also into account biometric information of the 
target user population. Second, the framework itself is considered a living organism 
and is going to be enriched to take advantage of technology advancements both by 
creating new artefacts and enriching the supported interaction techniques. The first 
planned improvement is the integration of gaze tracking functionality so as to  
complete the suite of head tracking facilities. 
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